
SOLUTIONS SPOTLIGHT

Imagine you could instantly scale and manage your communication from anywhere,
becoming more agile with company-wide collaboration, and still support every role
in your organization. When Global CTI transitions your business phone platform to

the cloud, all of that is possible - and so much more!

Your team can work from anywhere and on any device, across multiple platforms to
increase productivity and enhance your customer experience. Our newest voice to

cloud product suite combines the leading providers of UCaaS and Global CTI's world-
class customer service and technology solutions, into one array to seamlessly

modernize your business communications platform. 
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SOLUTIONS SPOTLIGHT

Well-suited for most employees X2 includes one application for business voice,
team messaging and meetings accessed through the desktop app, mobile app
or a desk phone.

More advanced analytics and wallboards to improve employee productivity,
optimize service quality, and improve operations and call handling along with
free calling to many international countries.

The same capabilities of X4 along with contact center-centric functionality for
voice-based interactions and integration with common customer relationship
management (CRM) applications for  associates.

All the previous capabilities plus a full suite of analytics, integrations and the
latest contact center functionality, like co-browse, quality management and
outbound predictive dialing.

Harmony combines voice, video conferencing, team messaging, contact center,
analytics, services and support into a comprehensive communications solution.
This transforms the customer experience by enabling customers and employees

to interact in one system of engagement. The results are faster time to
resolution at a lower cost and a better experience for customers and employees.

Mix and match phone types to create your optimal support platform.


